Abstract. We offer a solution to a functional equation using properties of the Mellin transform. A new criteria for the Riemann Hypothesis is offered as an application of our main result, through a functional relationship with the Riemann xi function.
Introduction
It is known that the Mellin transform offers a rich theory in solving differential, integral, as well as difference equations [3] . The approach is used to first reduce these equations to a simpler functional equation, and then apply the inverse transform.
The purpose of this short note is to study some properties of the solution of the three-variable functional equation
Comparing this equation with the methods outlined in [3, pg.172] in studying difference equations, one can find that we have the solution
where −1 < ℜ(s) = a < 0. To see this, one needs to replace y by y + x, replace s by s − 1, moving the line of integration to −1 < ℜ(s) − 1 < 0. Then compute the residue at the pole s = 0 to find we arrive at (1.1). To ensure convergence of our integral, we use Stirling's formula [3, pg.121] σ < ∞,
as t → ∞, to make sure that g must not grow as fast as π/ sin(πs). Meaning, we
for constants A, r > 0 and small δ > 0. This also implies that we have to have 0 < x < π/r. 
is a solution to the functional equation (1.1) when 0 < x < π/r.
Proof. First, it is known [3] that for −1 < ℜ(s) < 0,
and by hypothesis for s ∈ C (1.5)
On the other hand, replacing s by y + sx and changing and noting C ∩ {s : −1 < ℜ(s) < 0} = {s : −1 < ℜ(s) < 0} is the common region of analyticity, we find the solution offered in our proposition.
The Riemann xi function
We provide a new criteria for the Riemann Hypothesis from our proposition from the previous section by appealing to results on the Riemann xi function ξ(s) := [4] . As noted in [3] , the functions g which satisfy the (1.3) condition in our introduction include entire functions of order one. A well-known example of such a function is the Riemann xi function [4, pg.29] . It is a known result [1, pg.207-208 ] that for any s ∈ C, (2.1)
for t > 0. 
